Electrical alternans and spiral wave breakup in cardiac tissue.
This paper reports the results of a theoretical investigation of spiral wave breakup in model equations of action potential propagation in cardiac tissue. A general formulation of these equations is described in which arbitrary experimentally determined restitution and dispersion curves can in principle be fitted. Spiral wave behavior is studied in two-dimension as a function of a parameter Re which controls the steepness of the restitution curve at short diastolic intervals. Spiral breakup is found to occur when the minimum period T(min), below which a periodically stimulated tissue exhibits alternans in action potential duration, exceeds by a finite amount the spiral rotation period T(S). At this point, oscillations in action potential duration are of sufficiently large amplitude to cause a spontaneous conduction block to form along the wavefront. The latter occurs closer to the initiation point of reentry (spiral tip) with increasing steepness and, hence, in smaller tissue sizes. Spiral breakup leads to a spatially disorganized wave activity which is always transient, except for tissues larger than some minimum size and within a very narrow range of Re which increases with dispersion.